ELAP Labs Certified for Lead

Exposure to high levels of lead results in neurological problems, especially in children. A laboratory may be certified for lead analysis in all categories; Drinking Water, Non-Potable Water, Solid and Hazardous Waste, including paint chips and dust wipes and Air and Emissions. Environmental laboratories do not analyze samples/specimens from the human body. Analysis of blood for the testing of elevated lead levels must be performed by a clinical laboratory licensed by the department's Clinical Laboratory Evaluation Program (CLEP).

Albany: 4 Labs

LABID: 10709: ADIRONDACK ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES INC

314 NORTH PEARL STREET
ALBANY NY 12207
MR. PAUL BATISTA (518) 434 -4546

Approved for the following categories:
• Air and Emissions / Lead, Total
• Potable Water / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 11526: NORLITE, LLC

628 SOUTH SARATOGA ST
COHOES NY 12047
MR. DAVID MAGUFIN (518) 235 -0401

Approved for the following categories:
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 10762: NYSDOH INORGANIC & NUCLEAR CHEM LAB

WC EMPIRE STATE PLAZA D224
ALBANY NY 12237
DR. PATRICK J. PARSONS (518) 474 -7161

Approved for the following categories:
• Air and Emissions / Lead, Total
• Potable Water / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 10350: ST. PETER'S HOSPITAL ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY

19 WAREHOUSE ROW
ALBANY NY 12205
DR. JEFFREY D. HUBBARD (518) 525 -5405

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total

 Allegany: No Labs
Broome: No Labs
Cattaraugus: No Labs

Cayuga: No Labs

Chautauqua: No Labs

Chemung: No Labs

Chenango: No Labs

Clinton: No Labs

Columbia: No Labs

Cortland: No Labs

Delaware: No Labs

Dutchess: 1 Lab

LABID: 10924: SMITH ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY LLC

4 SCENIC DRIVE
HYDE PARK NY 12538
MS. ANNE G. SMITH (845) 229 -6536

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

Erie: 3 Labs

LABID: 10472: ERIE COUNTY PUBLIC HEALTH LABORATORY

ERIE COUNTY PUBLIC HEALTH LABORATORIES 503 KENSINGTON AVENUE
BUFFALO NY 14214
MR. GERHARD PALUCA (716) 898 -6100

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total

LABID: 11862: ISLECHEM, LLC

2801 LONG ROAD
GRAND ISLAND NY 14072-1295
MR. MARTIN S. RUSZAJ (716) 773 -8401

Approved for the following categories:
• Air and Emissions / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 10026: TESTAMERICA BUFFALO

10 HAZELWOOD DRIVE
AMHERST NY 14228
MR. KENE E. KASPEREK (716) 691 -2600

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

Essex: No Labs

Fulton: No Labs

Genesee: No Labs

Greene: No Labs

Herkimer: No Labs

Jefferson: No Labs

Livingston: No Labs

Madison: No Labs

Monroe: 3 Labs

LABID: 10145: ALS GROUP USA CORP DBA ALS ENVIRONMENTAL

1565 JEFFERSON ROAD BUILDING 300, SUITE 360
ROCHESTER NY 14623
MR. MICHAEL CYMBAL (585) 288 -5380

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes

LABID: 10373: MONROE COUNTY ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY

1574 LAKESHORE BLVD - BLDG #7
ROCHESTER NY 14617
MR. GARY B. BROWN (585) 753 -7559

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total

LABID: 10958: PARADIGM ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES INC

179 LAKE AVENUE
ROCHESTER NY 14608
MR. STEVE DEVITO (585) 647 -2530

Approved for the following categories:
• Air and Emissions / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

Montgomery: No Labs

Nassau: 4 Labs

LABID: 11469: EMSL ANALYTICAL, INC.

528 MINEOLA AVE.
CARLE PLACE NY 11514
Approved for the following categories:
- Air and Emissions / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 10220: HEMPSTEAD DEPT CONSERVATION & WATERWAY

1 PARKSIDE DRIVE PO BOX 180
POINT LOOKOUT NY 11569
MR. MICHAEL FOLEY (516) 897 -4133

Approved for the following categories:
- Potable Water / Lead, Total

LABID: 10339: NASSAU COUNTY DEPT OF HEALTH

209 MAIN STREET
HEMPSTEAD NY 11550
MR. THOMAS EDWARDS (516) 572 -1202

Approved for the following categories:
- Potable Water / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 11510: NY ENVIRONMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL LABS INC

88 HARBOR ROAD
PORT WASHINGTON NY 11050
MR. LI TSANG (516) 944 -9500

Approved for the following categories:
- Air and Emissions / Lead, Total
- Potable Water / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

Niagara: 1 Lab

LABID: 10024: LOCKPORT WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT

611 WEST JACKSON STREET
LOCKPORT NY 14094-1736
MS. VICTORIA HAENLE (716) 433 -1613

Approved for the following categories:
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

Oneida: No Labs

Onondaga: 4 Labs

LABID: 11246: CERTIFIED ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES INC

7280 CASWELL PLACE
NORTH SYRACUSE NY 13212
MS. RACHEL R. BONCZYK (315) 478 -2374
Approved for the following categories:
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 10248: LIFE SCIENCE LABORATORIES - CENTRAL

5854 BUTTERNUT DR
EAST SYRACUSE NY 13057
DR. JOSEPH L. JERACI (315) 445-1105

Approved for the following categories:
- Potable Water / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 10191: ONONDAGA COUNTY DEPT WATER ENV PROTECTIO

7120 HENRY CLAY BLVD
LIVERPOOL NY 13088
MR. C. JEFFREY NOCE (315) 435-5011

Approved for the following categories:
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 11626: SGS GALSON LABORATORIES, INC

6601 KIRKVILLE RD
EAST SYRACUSE NY 13057-9672
MS. MARY UNANGST (315) 432-5227

Approved for the following categories:
- Air and Emissions / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

Ontario: No Labs

Orange: 1 Lab

LABID: 10142: ENVIROTEST LABORATORIES, INC.

315 FULLERTON AVE
NEWBURGH NY 12550
MS. RENEE M. CUSACK (845) 562-0890

Approved for the following categories:
- Potable Water / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

Orleans: No Labs

Oswego: No Labs

Otsego: No Labs

Putnam: No Labs
Rensselaer: No Labs

Rockland: 1 Lab

LABID: 11713: ADVANCED ANALYTICAL TECHNOLOGIES

37 RAMLAND ROAD
ORANGEBURG NY 10962
MR. GEORGE STANCU (201) 484 -7461

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

St. Lawrence: No Labs

Saratoga: 1 Lab

LABID: 11534: CNA ENVIRONMENTAL, LLC

27 KENT STREET SUITE 102
BALLSTON SPA NY 12020
MR. KRYSZTOF TRAFALSKI (518) 884 -0800

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total

Schenectady: No Labs

Schuyler: No Labs

Seneca: No Labs

Steuben: No Labs

Suffolk: 6 Labs

LABID: 11418: AMERICAN ANALYTICAL LABORATORIES LLC

56 TOLEDO STREET
FARMINGDALE NY 11735
MS. LORI BEYER (631) 454 -6100

Approved for the following categories:
• Air and Emissions / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 10969: ESSENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGIES, INC

208 ROUTE 109 SUITE 101
FARMINGDALE NY 11735
MR. JUAN R. CUBA (631) 249 -1456

Approved for the following categories:
• Air and Emissions / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint
LABID: 11693: LONG ISLAND ANALYTICAL LABORATORIES, INC

110 COLIN DRIVE
HOLBROOK NY 11741
MR. MICHAEL VERALDI (631) 472-3400

Approved for the following categories:
- Air and Emissions / Lead, Total
- Potable Water / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 10478: PACE ANALYTICAL SERVICES, INC.

575 BROAD HOLLOW ROAD
MELVILLE NY 11747
MS. JOANN SLAVIN (631) 694-3040

Approved for the following categories:
- Potable Water / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 10528: SUFFOLK CO PUBLIC & ENV HEALTH LAB

BLDG 487, N COUNTY COMPLEX 725 VETERANS HIGHWAY
HAUPPAUGE NY 11788
MS. JOETTE PAVELKA (631) 853-5528

Approved for the following categories:
- Potable Water / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 10311: SUFFOLK COUNTY WATER AUTHORITY LABORATORY

260 MOTOR PARKWAY
HAUPPAUGE NY 11788
MR. KEVIN DURK (631) 563-0259

Approved for the following categories:
- Potable Water / Lead, Total

Sullivan: No Labs

Tioga: No Labs

Tompkins: No Labs

Ulster: 1 Lab

LABID: 10030: KINGSTON LABORATORY - NYC DEP

71 SMITH AVENUE
KINGSTON NY 12401
MS. MICHELLE RISSOLO (845) 340-7714

Approved for the following categories:
- Potable Water / Lead, Total
Warren: No Labs

Washington: No Labs

Wayne: No Labs

Westchester: 4 Labs

LABID: 10176: CITY OF YONKERS, BUREAU OF WATER'S LABORATORY

1070 NEPPERHAN AVENUE
YONKERS NY 10703
MS. MARY ANNE WYATT- DOLAN (914) 377-6764

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total

LABID: 10851: EAS INC - EASTERN ANALYTICAL SERVICES INC

4 WESTCHESTER PLAZA
ELMSFORD NY 10523-1610
MR. PAUL STASCAVAGE (914) 592-8380

Approved for the following categories:
• Air and Emissions / Lead, Total
• Potable Water / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 10108: WESTCHESTER CO LABS AND RES

10 DANA ROAD
VALHALLA NY 10595
MR. DAVID L. VINCI (914) 231-1768

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 10323: YORKTOWN MEDICAL LABORATORY INC

321 KEAR ST
YORKTOWN HEIGHTS NY 10598
MR. ALBERT PADOVANI (914) 245-3203

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total

Yates: 1 Lab

LABID: 10517: R&J LABORATORIES

212 SHEPPARD ST
PENN YAN NY 14527
MS. ROSALIE AYRES (315) 536-7248

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total
Bronx: No Labs

Kings: No Labs

New York: 5 Labs

LABID: 12009: AMBIENT GROUP, INC.

470 7TH AVENUE 12TH FLOOR  
NEW YORK NY 10018  
MR. SEAN M. WALLACE (212) 944-4615

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total

LABID: 11999: ATLAS ENVIRONMENTAL LABS CORP

255 W 36TH STREET SUITE #1503  
NEW YORK NY 10018  
MS. JACKIE DARVISH (212) 563-0400

Approved for the following categories:
• Air and Emissions / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 10879: CARDNO ATC

104 EAST 25TH STREET 10TH FLOOR  
NEW YORK NY 10010  
MS. MILENA BONEZZI (212) 353-8280

Approved for the following categories:
• Air and Emissions / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 11506: EMSL ANALYTICAL, INC

307 WEST 38TH STREET  
NEW YORK NY 10018  
MR. JAMES HALL (212) 290-0051

Approved for the following categories:
• Air and Emissions / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 11719: WARDS ISLAND PRIORITY POLLUTANTS LAB- NYCDEP

NYCDEP - 7 WARDS ISLAND NEW ADMN BLDG # 104 - RM 310  
WARD ISLAND NY 10035-6096  
MR. VIKRAM K. SHAH (212) 860-9310

Approved for the following categories:
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

Queens: 6 Labs
LABID: 11833: ALPHA LABS LLC

14-26 28TH AVENUE
LONG ISLAND CITY NY 11102
MR. DIMITRIOS MOLOHIDES (718) 482-7525

Approved for the following categories:
• Air and Emissions / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 10380: CON ED CO OF NY - EH&S CHEMLAB

31-01 20TH AVENUE - BLDG #138
LONG ISLAND CITY NY 11105-2048
MR. JOSEPH MOAWAD (718) 204-4150

Approved for the following categories:
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 10770: DIST WATER QUAL OPS NYCDEP DISTRIBUTION LAB

96-05H HARDING EXP-6FL LOWRISE
CORONA NY 11368
DR. IAN HURLEY (718) 595-6362

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total

LABID: 11273: KAM CONSULTANTS

35-40 36TH ST
LONG ISLAND CITY NY 11106
MR. GEORGE KOUVARAS (718) 729-1997

Approved for the following categories:
• Air and Emissions / Lead, Total
• Potable Water / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 10955: LABORATORY TESTING SERVICES INC

45-09 GREENPOINT AVENUE
LONG ISLAND CITY NY 11104
MR. EMANUEL DIMITRAKAS (718) 389-3470

Approved for the following categories:
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 11511: NYCDEP HAZARDOUS MATERIALS LAB

96-05 HORACE HARDING EXP 6TH FLOOR
FLUSHING NY 11368
MR. JOSEPH BLACKMAN (718) 595-6304

Approved for the following categories:
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint
Richmond: No Labs

Out-Of-State: 82 Labs

LABID: 11898: TESTAMERICA PHOENIX

4625 E. COTTON CENTER BLVD SUITE 189
PHOENIX AZ 85040
MS. STEPHANIE STIMSON (602) 437-3340

Approved for the following categories:
• Air and Emissions / Lead, Total

LABID: 11944: ASCEND CLINICAL, LLC

1400 INDUSTRIAL WAY
REDWOOD CITY CA 94063
MR. WESLEY RODRIGUEZ (650) 780-5500

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total

LABID: 11320: EUROFINS EATON ANALYTICAL, INC

750 ROYAL OAKS DRIVE STE 100
MONROVIA CA 91016-3629
DR. ANDREW EATON (626) 386-1100

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total

LABID: 11309: NESTLE WATERS QUALITY ASSURANCE LAB

1544 E WASHINGTON BLVD
LOS ANGELES CA 90021
MR. MANUEL A. CHAIDEZ (213) 763-1350

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total

LABID: 11387: SPECTRA LABORATORIES INC

525 SYCAMORE DRIVE
MILPITAS CA 95035
MR. JOEL Y. SUN (408) 526-3200

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total

LABID: 12036: ALS ENVIRONMENTAL - FORT COLLINS

225 COMMERCE DRIVE
FORT COLLINS CO 80526
MR. ROY FRENCH (970) 490-1511

Approved for the following categories:
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 11964: TESTAMERICA DENVER

4955 YARROW STREET
ARVADA CO 80002
MS. MARGARET S. SLEEVI (303) 736-0100

Approved for the following categories:
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 11706: AQUA ENVIRONMENTAL LAB

56 CHURCH HILL RD
NEWTOWN CT 06470-1622
MR. THOMAS J. BRAUN (203) 270-9973

Approved for the following categories:
- Potable Water / Lead, Total

LABID: 11982: COMPLETE ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING INC

80 LUPES DRIVE
STRATFORD CT 06615
MR. TIMOTHY FUSCO (203) 377-9984

Approved for the following categories:
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 11837: ESIS ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH LAB

100 SEBETHE DRIVE SUITE A5
CROMWELL CT 06416
MR. JAMES A. KENNY (860) 635-6475

Approved for the following categories:
- Air and Emissions / Lead, Total

LABID: 11978: HYDRO TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

62 BANK STREET
NEW MILFORD CT 06776-1567
MR. LAWRENCE PAETSCH (860) 355-8773

Approved for the following categories:
- Potable Water / Lead, Total

LABID: 11301: PHOENIX ENVIRONMENTAL LABS

587 EAST MIDDLE TURNPIKE
MANCHESTER CT 06040
MS. PHYLLIS SHILLET (860) 645-1102

Approved for the following categories:
- Air and Emissions / Lead, Total
- Potable Water / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 11549: PREMIER LABORATORY, A MICROBAC LABORATORY

61 LOUISA VIENS DRIVE
DAYVILLE CT 06241
MR. RONALD WARILA (860) 774-6814

Approved for the following categories:
- Potable Water / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 11867: REGIONAL WATER AUTHORITY

90 SARGENT DRIVE
NEW HAVEN CT 06511
MS. THERESA S. SPALLETTA (203) 401 -2700

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total

LABID: 10854: YORK ANALYTICAL LABORATORIES INC

120 RESEARCH DRIVE
STRATFORD CT 06615
MR. ROBERT Q. BRADLEY (203) 325 -1371

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 11993: BATTA LABORATORIES, INC.

DELaware INDUSTRIAL PARK 6 GARFIELD WAY
NEWARK DE 19713
DR. BO LI (302) 737 -3376

Approved for the following categories:
• Air and Emissions / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 12022: ACCUTEST LABORATORIES SOUTHEAST

4405 VINELAND RD STE C-15
ORLANDO FL 32811
MR. NORMAN D. FARMER (407) 425 -6700

Approved for the following categories:
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 11746: FLDOH BUREAU OF PUBLIC HEALTH LABORATORIES

1217 PEARL STREET ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY LABORATORY
JACKSONVILLE FL 32202
MS. ORIA SMITH (904) 791 -1752

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total

LABID: 11608: PACE ANALYTICAL SERVICES-FLORIDA

8 EAST TOWER CIRCLE
ORMOND BEACH FL 32174
MR. BOB DEMPSEY (386) 672 -5668

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total

LABID: 10842: TESTAMERICA SAVANNAH
5102 LAROCHE AVE
SAVANNAH GA 31404
MR. TODD BAUMGARTNER (912) 354-7858

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 10730: AMERICAN WATER CENTRAL LABORATORY

1115 S ILLINOIS ST
BELLEVILLE IL 62220-3102
MR. WILLIAM DECKELMANN (618) 235-3600

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total

LABID: 11756: CULLIGAN ANALYTICAL LAB

9399 W. HIGGINS ROAD SUITE 1100
ROSEMONT IL 60018
MR. RICHARD H. COOK (847) 430-1284

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total

LABID: 11398: EUROFINS EATON ANALYTICAL, INC

110 SOUTH HILL STREET
SOUTH BEND IN 46617
DR. YONGTAO LI (574) 233-4777

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total

LABID: 11791: ACCUTEST LABORATORIES OF NEW ENGLAND, INC

50 DANGELO STREET-BLDG ONE 495 TECHNOLOGY CENTER WEST
MARLBOROUGH MA 01752
MR. MOHAMMAD REZA TAND (508) 481-6200

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 11148: ALPHA ANALYTICAL

8 WALKUP DR
WESTBOROUGH MA 01581-1019
MR. MITCHELL OSTROWSKI (508) 898-9220

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 11627: ALPHA ANALYTICAL

320 FORBES BOULEVARD
MANSFIELD MA 02048
MR. JOSEPH L. WATKINS (508) 898-9220

Approved for the following categories:
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
LABID: 10899: CON-TEST ENVIRONMENTAL LAB

39 SPRUCE STREET
EAST LONGMEADOW MA 01028
MR. TOD KOPYSCINSKI (413) 525 -2332

Approved for the following categories:
• Air and Emissions / Lead, Total
• Potable Water / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 11393: SPECTRUM ANALYTICAL INC

830 SILVER STREET
AGAWAM MA 01001
NICOLE LEJA (800) 789 -9115

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 10920: AMA ANALYTICAL SERVICES INC

4475 FORBES BLVD
LANIHAM MD 20706
MR. G EDWARD CARNEY (301) 459 -2640

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 11121: KATAHDIN ANALYTICAL SERVICES, LLC

600 TECHNOLOGY WAY
SCABOROUGH ME 04074
MS. DEBORAH J. NADEAU (207) 874 -2400

Approved for the following categories:
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 11864: ACCURATE ANALYTICAL TESTING, LLC

30105 BEVERLY
ROMULUS MI 48174
MR. STEPHEN NORTHCOTT (734) 699 -5227

Approved for the following categories:
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 11609: CORROSION CONTROL CONSULTANTS AND LABS INC

4403 DONKER COURT SE
KENTWOOD MI 49512
MR. MICHAEL J. SWIECH (616) 940 -3112

Approved for the following categories:
• Air and Emissions / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 11814: MERIT LABORATORIES, INC.

2680 EAST LANSING DRIVE
EAST LANSING MI 48823
MS. MAYA MURSHAK (517) 332-0167

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 11467: NATIONAL TESTING LABORATORIES LTD

556 S MANSFIELD ST
YPSILANTI MI 48197
MS. CHRISTINE E. MACMILLAN (734) 483-8333

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total

LABID: 11206: NSF INTERNATIONAL

789 N. DIXBORO ROAD
ANN ARBOR MI 48105
DR. KERRI L. LEVANSELER (734) 769-8010

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total

LABID: 12025: RTI LABORATORIES, INC

31628 GLENADE STREET
LIVONIA MI 48150-1827
MR. YEMANE YOHANNES (734) 422-8000

Approved for the following categories:
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 11776: TRIMATRIX LABORATORIES, INC

5560 CORPORATE EXCHANGE CT SE
GRAND RAPIDS MI 49512-5503
MR. RICK D. WILBURN (616) 975-4500

Approved for the following categories:
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 11647: PACE ANALYTICAL SERVICES, INC.

1700 ELM STREET SE SUITE 200
MINNEAPOLIS MN 55414-2485
MS. SARAH CHERNEY (612) 607-1700

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
LABID: 11616: TESTAMERICA ST LOUIS

13715 RIDER TRAIL NORTH
EARTH CITY MO 63045
MS. ELAINE WILD (314) 298 -8566

Approved for the following categories:
  • Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 11889: ELEMENT ONE INC

6319-D CAROLINA BEACH ROAD
WILMINGTON NC 28412
MS. DAPHNE B. WOODMAN (910) 793 -0128

Approved for the following categories:
  • Air and Emissions / Lead, Total
  • Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 11278: AMRO ENVIRONMENTAL LAB CORP

111 HERRICK STREET
MERRIMACK NH 03054
MS. NANCY STEWART (603) 424 -2022

Approved for the following categories:
  • Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 11109: ACCREDITED ANALYTICAL RESOURCES LLC

20 PERSHING AVENUE
CARTERET NJ 07008
MR. DANIEL MIGUEL (732) 969 -6112

Approved for the following categories:
  • Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
  • Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 10983: ACCUTEST LABORATORIES

2235 ROUTE 130-BLDG B
DAYTON NJ 08810
MS. NANCY COLE (732) 329 -0200

Approved for the following categories:
  • Potable Water / Lead, Total
  • Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 11634: AQUA PROTECH

1275 BLOOMFIELD AVE - BLDG 6
FAIRFIELD NJ 07004
MR. BRIAN W. WOOD (973) 227 -0422

Approved for the following categories:
  • Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 10750: ATLANTIC PRODUCT SVCS INC

2 TERMINAL ROAD KMI TERMINAL RD, BLDG OB2
CARTERET NJ 07008-3204
MS. LARISA PEJDAH (732) 969 -4800
Approved for the following categories:
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 11376: CHEMTECH

284 SHEFFIELD STREET
MOUNTAINSIDE NJ 07092
MR. DIVYAJIT MEHTA (908) 789 -8900

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 10872: EMSL ANALYTICAL INC

200 ROUTE 130 NORTH
CINNAMINSON NJ 08077
DR. PETER FRASCA (800) 220 -3675

Approved for the following categories:
• Air and Emissions / Lead, Total
• Potable Water / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 11404: ENVIRO-PROBE INC

108 LIBERTY STREET
METUCHEN NJ 08840
MRS. LYUDMILA KOGAN (732) 494 -4600

Approved for the following categories:
• Air and Emissions / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 11550: GARDEN STATE LABORATORIES INC

410 HILLSIDE AVE
HILLSIDE NJ 07205
MR. HARVEY KLEIN (908) 688 -8900

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total

LABID: 11408: HAMPTON-CLARKE INC/VERITECH

175 RT 46 WEST, UNIT D
FAIRFIELD NJ 07004
MR. JEAN REVOLUS (973) 244 -9770

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 11402: INTEGRATED ANALYTICAL LABS

273 FRANKLIN ROAD
RANDOLPH NJ 07869
DR. MICHAEL H. LEFTIN (973) 361 -4252
Approved for the following categories:
- Potable Water / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 11021: INTERNATIONAL ASBESTOS TESTING LABS

9000 COMMERCE PARKWAY SUITE B
MOUNT LAUREL, NJ 08054
MR. FRANK E. EHRENFELD III (856) 231-9449

Approved for the following categories:
- Air and Emissions / Lead, Total
- Potable Water / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 11452: TESTAMERICA LABORATORIES, INC.

777 NEW DURHAM ROAD
EDISON NJ 08817
MS. ANN GLADWELL (732) 549-3900

Approved for the following categories:
- Potable Water / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 11071: HOFFMAN ANALYTIC SERVICES INC. DBA ALLOWAY

1776 MARION-WALDO RD
MARION OH 43302
DR. RADOSLAW K. BOLEK (740) 389-5991

Approved for the following categories:
- Potable Water / Lead, Total

LABID: 10861: MICROBAC LABORATORIES, INC., OHIO VALLEY DIVISION

158 STARLITE DRIVE
MARIETTA OH 45750
MS. LESLIE S. BUCINA (740) 373-4071

Approved for the following categories:
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 11777: SUMMIT ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGIES INC

3310 WIN STREET ASCOT INDUSTRIAL PARK
CUYAHOGA FALLS OH 44223
MS. CECILIA MARKOVICH (330) 253-8211

Approved for the following categories:
- Potable Water / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 10975: TESTAMERICA LABORATORIES, INC. - CANTON, OH

4101 SHUFFEL STREET NW
NORTH CANTON OH 44720
MR. RAYMOND RISDEN (330) 497-9396

Approved for the following categories:
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 11759: ALS ENVIRONMENTAL, PART OF THE ALS GROUP

34 DOGWOOD LANE
MIDDLETOWN PA 17057
ALAN LOPEZ (717) 944 -5541

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 11827: BENCHMARK ANALYTICS, A MICROBAC LABORATORY

4777 SAUCON CREEK RD
CENTER VALLEY PA 18034-9004
MS. FIONA M. ADAMSKY (610) 974 -8100

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 10670: EUROFINS LANCASTER LABORATORIES ENVIRONMENTAL LLC

2425 NEW HOLLAND PIKE
LANCASTER PA 17601-5994
MR. DUANE LUCKENBILL (717) 656 -2300

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 10121: MICROBAC LABS INC ERIE TEST LAB DIV

1962 WAGER RD
ERIE PA 16509
MR. CHUCK PIANO (814) 825 -8533

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 10888: PACE ANALYTICAL SERVICES INC, PITTSBURGH

1638 ROSEYTOWN ROAD SUITES 2, 3 & 4
GREENSBURG PA 15601
MR. RANDAL HILL (724) 850 -5600

Approved for the following categories:
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 10930: PSI, INC.

850 POPLAR STREET
PITTSBURGH PA 15220
MR. DANIEL N. ANDERSON (412) 922 -4000

Approved for the following categories:
• Air and Emissions / Lead, Total
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
• Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 11223: QC INC
1205 INDUSTRIAL HIGHWAY
SOUTHAMPTON PA 18966
MR. RAY FRATTI (215) 355-3900

Approved for the following categories:
- Potable Water / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 10884: RJ LEE GROUP INC

350 HOCHBERG RD
MONROEVILLE PA 15146
DR. LYKOURGOS IORDANIDIS (724) 325-1776

Approved for the following categories:
- Potable Water / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 12028: SEEWALD LABORATORIES, INC

2829 REACH ROAD
WILLIAMSPORT PA 17701
MR. RAYMOND J. MARTRANO (570) 326-4001

Approved for the following categories:
- Potable Water / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 11182: TESTAMERICA LABORATORIES, INC.

301 ALPHA DRIVE RIDC PARK
PITTSBURGH PA 15238
MS. DEBORAH LOWE (412) 963-7058

Approved for the following categories:
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 11313: ESS LABORATORY - DIV OF THIELSCH ENGINEER

185 FRANCES AVENUE
CRANSTON RI 02910
MS. LAUREL STODDARD (401) 461-7181

Approved for the following categories:
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 11673: NEW ENGLAND TESTING LAB INC

1254 DOUGLAS AVENUE
NORTH PROVIDENCE RI 02904-5392
MR. RICHARD WARILA (401) 353-3420

Approved for the following categories:
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 11726: RI ANALYTICAL LABORATORIES INC

41 ILLINOIS AVENUE
WARWICK RI 02888
MR. ERIC H. JENSEN (401) 737-8500
Approved for the following categories:
* Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 11522: SPECTRUM ANALYTICAL INC. FEATURING HANIBAL TECH. RI DIVISION

646 CAMP AVENUE
NORTH KINGSTOWN RI 02852
MR. YIHAI DING (401) 732 -3400

Approved for the following categories:
* Potable Water / Lead, Total
* Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 11501: GEL LABORATORIES LLC

2040 SAVAGE ROAD
CHARLESTON SC 29407
MR. JAMES WESTMORELAND (843) 556 -8171

Approved for the following categories:
* Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 11742: ESC LAB SCIENCES (ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE CORPORATION)

12065 LEBANON RD
MT JULIET TN 37122
MS. JUDITH R. MORGAN (615) 758 -5858

Approved for the following categories:
* Potable Water / Lead, Total
* Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 11342: TESTAMERICA LABORATORIES, INC. NASHVILLE

2960 FOSTER CREIGHTON DRIVE
NASHVILLE TN 37204
MR. MICHAEL H. DUNN (615) 726 -0177

Approved for the following categories:
* Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 11195: SEA HARBOR LABORATORIES

4828 CALVERT STREET
DALLAS TX 75247
DR. TRAVIS HESTERBERG (469) 317 -5052

Approved for the following categories:
* Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 11386: ANALYTICS CORPORATION

10329 STONY RUN LANE
ASHLAND VA 23005
MS. DAWN CASTO (804) 365 -3000

Approved for the following categories:
* Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 11714: ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS SERVICES, LLC

7469 WHITEPINE ROAD
N. CHESTERFIELD VA 23237
MS. JULIE DICKERSON (804) 275 -4788

Approved for the following categories:
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 11983: SANAIR TECHNOLOGIES LABORATORY, INC.

1551 OAKBRIDGE DRIVE SUITE B
POWHATAN VA 23139
MS. SANDRA SOBRINO (804) 897 -1177

Approved for the following categories:
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 11413: SCHNEIDER LABORATORIES GLOBAL, INC

2512 WEST CARY STREET
RICHMOND VA 23220-5117
MR. FAYEZ ABOUZAKI (804) 353 -6778

Approved for the following categories:
- Air and Emissions / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Dust Wipes
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead in Paint

LABID: 11263: ENDYNE INC

160 JAMES BROWN DRIVE
WILLISTON VT 05495
DR. HARRY B. LOCKER (802) 879 -4333

Approved for the following categories:
- Potable Water / Lead, Total
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 10391: TESTAMERICA LABORATORIES INC

30 COMMUNITY DRIVE SUITE #11
SOUTH BURLINGTON VT 05403
MR. BRAD CHIRGWIN (802) 660 -1990

Approved for the following categories:
- Solid and Hazardous Waste / Lead, Total

LABID: 11965: EDGE ANALYTICAL, INC.

1620 SOUTH WALNUT STREET
BURLINGTON WA 98233
MR. LAWRENCE J. HENDERSON (360) 757 -1400

Approved for the following categories:
- Potable Water / Lead, Total

Foreign: 3 Labs

LABID: 11990: ALS CANADA LTD

1435 NORJOHN COURT UNIT 1
BURLINGTON, ONTARIO ON L7L OE6
CANADA
DR. RONALD MCLEOD (905) 331 - 3111

Approved for the following categories:
• Air and Emissions / Lead, Total

LABID: 10756: MAXXAM ANALYTICS INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION

6740 CAMPOBELLO RD
MISSISSAUGA ON L5N 2L8
CANADA
ELIZABETH CLIFFE (905) 817 - 5700

Approved for the following categories:
• Air and Emissions / Lead, Total

LABID: 11203: SCITEC RESEARCH SA

AVENUE DE PROVENCE 18
1007 LAUSANNE SZ 1007
SWITZERLAND
DR. ALAIN DONZEL (412) 162 - 4153

Approved for the following categories:
• Potable Water / Lead, Total